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1

Executive Summary

 ▪ Taiwan has long defended itself from political meddling, including disinformation, by the People’s 
Republic of China (PRC). Attempts to influence Taiwan’s domestic politics have increased in both 
intensity and severity following the election of Tsai Ing-wen in 2016, with Beijing continuing to 
target the basic underpinnings of Taiwan’s democratic system. 

 ▪ The disinformation campaigns carried out by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) are often 
obscured by the secrecy and opacity of the CCP’s “united front” approach, which makes it difficult 
to accurately diagnose and right-size the problem of disinformation, complicating efforts to craft 
effective solutions. 

 ▪ Equally challenging is the constantly evolving nature of CCP disinformation activities writ large. 
Emerging technologies, new approaches to media and communication, and the opportunity to 
learn from the successful strategies of other malign actors such as Russia mean that the CCP’s 
ongoing disinformation offenses are iterating new best practices and becoming increasingly adept at 
exploiting media and social media platforms in target countries.  

 ▪ While CCP disinformation campaigns pose a clearly identifiable threat to the United States and 
Taiwan, they are only one part of a larger disinformation problem facing democracies in this era of 
instant and omnipresent communication technologies. Indeed, the experience of both Taiwan and 
the United States suggest that rival political parties are incentivized to exaggerate and weaponize 
charges of “foreign interference” against each other—charges which often are more damaging to 
underlying trust levels in a democracy than the original foreign disinformation attacks themselves. 

 ▪ Taiwan’s multilayered response to the problems of foreign-directed disinformation offers 
important lessons for the United States as it confronts the threat of disinformation attacks from 
the PRC, including:
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 ▪ The willingness to utilize new digital tools to improve government information services and 
provide responses to disinformation efforts;

 ▪ Efforts to create more media-literate citizens through education and training; and 

 ▪ Rooting these initiatives in a wider defense of free speech, democratic norms, governance 
institutions, and civil society. 
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2

Introduction 
Disinformation and Democracy 

While disinformation has long plagued political discourse, it has found a new foothold in 
the current era, with many democracies suffering from growing political polarization, an 
increasingly commercialized media environment, the rise of social media platforms to become 

the de facto public square, and historically low levels of trust in governing institutions.1 Indeed, so 
pervasive is the problem of modern-day disinformation that researchers at the University of Oxford 
have identified governments and non-state actors in 70 countries carrying out organized social media 
manipulation worldwide, or what they call the “global disinformation order.”2

The problem of disinformation has been particularly acute in the United States. Allegations of Russian 
interference in the 2016 presidential election and the resulting explosion in public awareness of 
digital disinformation have permanently altered understanding of how malign actors can use new 
technologies and social media to attack democratic politics and, more importantly, how susceptible 
free and pluralistic democratic societies are to this threat. 

These concerns have recently spread to include disinformation attacks by China. In early September 
2020, William Evanina, the director of the U.S. National Counterintelligence and Security Center, 
warned that China “is expanding its influence efforts to shape the policy environment in the United 
States, pressure political figures it views as opposed to China’s interests, and counter criticism of 
China. Beijing recognizes its efforts might affect the presidential race.”3 During a May 2020 media 
briefing, Special Envoy and Coordinator of the State Department’s Global Engagement Center Lea 
Gabrielle also pointed to Chinese disinformation activities surrounding the then emerging Covid-19 
pandemic.4 According to Gabrielle, “Beijing has engaged in an aggressive information campaign to try 
and reshape the global narrative around Covid . . .. It’s doing this in attempt to make the world see 
China as the global leader in the response rather than the source of the pandemic.”
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The United States is no stranger to foreign disinformation campaigns, having been on the receiving 
end of a sustained and powerful effort by the Soviet Union during the Cold War and a fairly adept 
practitioner itself.5 However, profound technological, social, and political changes have occurred 
subsequently that present important new challenges in both accurately identifying the origins of 
disinformation as well as for designing effective responses that avoid damaging the integrity of 
democratic institutions, or the values that underpin them.6 

The challenge of disinformation, including foreign disinformation attacks, is exacerbated by features 
inherent in open, democratic, and market-based political and economic systems. These characteristics 
offer malign actors, both foreign and domestic, a multitude of vectors through which to attack and 
exploit structural dynamics that are widely considered to be inherent goods (e.g., pluralism, openness, 
and tolerance for dissenting speech). So pronounced is the problem that some are now suggesting 
curtailments of free speech in order to limit the space for disinformation.7 

Given the rising tide of domestic and foreign disinformation, including the likely threat of future 
PRC-directed disinformation attacks, it is paramount that the United States begin to take serious and 
innovative steps to limit, if not reverse, the damage. Fortunately, there are comparative case studies 
which offer important lessons on how to combat disinformation (and, equally as important, how not 
to). In this regard, few societies have been subject to as many direct disinformation campaigns as 
Taiwan, which for decades has been under nearly unceasing information warfare attacks from the 
PRC, owing to its long-held goal to “reunify” the island under Beijing’s control. After the election of 
Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) presidential candidate Tsai Ing-wen in 2016, China’s efforts to 
disrupt Taiwan’s political system and degrade popular support for its government reached new heights, 
culminating in the lead-up to the January 2020 presidential election. In response to these attacks, 
Taiwan adopted unprecedented—and highly innovative—measures to minimize the damage from 
external disinformation without restricting free speech of individuals or the media. 

This report examines Taiwan’s experience in combatting foreign and domestic disinformation and 
draws out lessons and implications for the United States. The methods and tools employed by 
Taiwan’s government to combat disinformation and foreign interference highlight the strengths of 
its governing institutions but also the emergent challenges other democracies will confront if they 
are to effectively govern the public square while preserving the open and pluralistic nature of their 
underlying political system. 
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3

Beijing’s Approach to 
Political Warfare in Taiwan 

“In broadest definition, political warfare is the employment of all the means at a nation’s 
command, short of war, to achieve its national objectives.” – George Kennan, 19488

“Anyone wanting to overthrow a political regime must create public opinion and do some 
preparatory ideological work.” – Mao Zedong, 19629  

To contextualize Beijing’s disinformation efforts in Taiwan, it is helpful to first briefly review the 
CCP’s long-standing use of political warfare in general, as well as its well-developed system 
of “united front” work, its primary tool for coopting members of society outside the CCP and 

influencing foreign political outcomes. As Toshi Yoshihara explains, the CCP utilizes political warfare 
to “deflect hostile narratives abroad, stifle international dissent against Beijing’s domestic and 
foreign policies, encourage overseas support to China’s positions, sow divisions within the political 
systems of competitors in order to weaken them or tie them down, and minimize blowback against 
Chinese assertiveness, revanchism, and aggression.”10 In this discussion, it should be made clear that 
“disinformation” is only a subcomponent of China’s overall political warfare tool kit, and one that 
should not be conflated with other specific tools or approaches. Furthermore, it is also important to 
point out that neither political warfare, nor disinformation, is unique to the CCP.11  

One of the most potent (and prominent) tools used for political warfare is the ecosystem of individuals 
and organizations, known as the “United Front,” working through heterodox and hybrid means to 
support and achieve the goals of the CCP. Dating back to the early history of the CCP, united front 
is a system and a doctrine that emerged from the party’s asymmetric weaknesses compared to its 
domestic (and, later, international) rivals and thus arose out of a need to develop means to realize 
political outcomes without significant financial or military strength. Through various means related to 
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cooption, influence, pressure, and suasion, the CCP has developed an increasingly refined system for 
utilizing non-CCP members to pursue the CCP’s own goals. Beijing’s efforts to expand and strengthen 
the united front (called “united front work”) are, according to one analyst, “designed to bring a diverse 
range of groups, and their representatives in particular, under the party’s leadership.”12 

The United Front Work Department (UFWD), which reports directly to the CCP Central Committee 
and acts as a traffic cop for the various domestic and global united front exertions, has long been active 
in, and focused on, Taiwan and its political dynamics. Traditional channels of influence, including 
domestic political parties, overseas Taiwanese businesspeople and their extended families, and 
proliferating ownership of domestic media outlets have allowed the CCP to slowly and methodically 
build up its influence network in Taiwan since the early-1980s.  

Utilizing and exploiting this robust network of “compatriots” on both sides of the Taiwan Strait to 
actively promote “one China,” the UFWD and the larger ecosystem of United Front actors have become 
an important conduit and messaging channel for Beijing’s preferred narratives and for active efforts 
to disinform Taiwan citizens, especially as public discourse has shifted onto digital and social media 
platforms and become increasingly commercialized. 

China’s united front work against Taiwan and others has also drawn from the evolution of Beijing’s 
domestic propaganda system and media. Beginning in the late-1990s, there was a great expansion of 
publications and media outlets. The rise of the internet magnified this trend. Although there has been 
some pluralization of voices and perspectives, in the last decade the CCP has effectively brought the 
new media under its control and mobilized it for the party’s own purposes. Not only have traditional 
official media outlets gone online and innovated how they reach their audiences, outlets, which appear 
at least partially independent, such as WeChat, Sina Weibo, Zhihu, and DouYin, in fact, serve the CCP’s 
aims to reach audiences in the format, language, and style with which they are accustomed.13  

Traditional channels of influence, including domestic 
political parties, overseas Taiwanese businesspeople and 
their extended families, and proliferating ownership of 
domestic media outlets have allowed the CCP to slowly and 
methodically build up its influence network in Taiwan since 
the early-1980s.

Given the explicit goal of the CCP to politically absorb Taiwan under the banner of “reunification” and 
its long commitment to control information and shape narratives, it is unsurprising, if still troubling, 
that such efforts against Taiwan are underway.  
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4

Taiwan’s Disinformation 
Challenge

While UFWD activities in Taiwan constitute one source of disinformation, Taiwan’s domestic 
information environment is influenced by a range of actors both domestic and foreign. At 
the international level, as referenced above, Beijing has long carried out information warfare 

offensives against Taiwan in pursuit of its goal of “national reunification.” These pressures have 
increased in recent years in line with rising CCP confidence and assertiveness, the relative ease of 
internet-enabled disinformation offensives, and, in particular, the ascension to power since 2016 of 
Taiwan’s President Tsai Ing-wen, a leader whom Beijing deems as supporting Taiwan independence 
and, therefore, hostile to the CCP’s reunification mission and China’s broader interests. In addition, 
Taiwan’s very existence as a democratic rebuke to the socialist authoritarian model offered by Beijing 
has likely further strengthened China’s resolve to degrade and erode domestic faith in the durability of 
the island’s democratic institutions.

Domestically, Taiwan enjoys a healthy yet fractious political environment. The ruling DPP and its rival 
Kuomintang (KMT) have dominated for the last 70 years, but a host of smaller parties have arisen, 
often centered around a specific issue or individual, adding to the variety of political voices. At the 
same time, Taiwan maintains a lively online sector protected by constitutional guarantees of freedom 
of speech, publishing, and assembly. According to Freedom House, which ranked Taiwan as the 
second-freest country in Asia in 2020, the island’s “private discussion is open and free, and there were 
no reports of the government illegally monitoring online communication in 2019.”14 The government 
also does not restrict internet access.15 Much like in the United States, the resulting open information 
environment provides fertile ground for rumor, conspiracy, and innuendo to take root and spread.

The risk of domestic disinformation activities is accentuated by the aforementioned existence 
of CCP-friendly interests located in Taiwan, including both major entrepreneurs with significant 
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business in China as well as national media companies that are sometimes influenced or financed 
by China.16 These individuals and entities provide further conduits and legitimization for CCP 
messaging activities in Taiwan.

This varied landscape complicates efforts to attribute disinformation campaigns to any one actor, and 
while there has been an explosion of recent research on PRC disinformation campaigns targeting 
Taiwan, there remain critical gaps in understanding of the ecosystem of state- and non-state actors 
employed to influence Taiwan’s domestic politics.17 Such gaps lead to vague assertions that a given 
instance of disinformation is “Beijing-backed” or “China-linked” when in fact no specific or verifiable 
evidence exists. This also leads to false-positives, where an assertion of a Beijing-backed campaign is 
more likely explained by domestic partisan politics or actions taken by individual “patriotic” netizens.  

In summary, while it is certain that Beijing is behind a rising number of disinformation attacks, 
it is not true that they are behind them all. Local Taiwanese play their own part in originating, 
disseminating, and amplifying domestic disinformation.
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5

Disinformation Efforts 
during the 2020 
Presidential Campaign

In May 2019, eight months before Taiwan’s 2020 elections, Taiwan’s Political Warfare Bureau of the 
Ministry of Defense and its National Security Bureau delivered a report to the Legislative Yuan 
entitled Countermeasures Against Chinese Disinformation Psychological Warfare.18 The report stated 

that the CCP had begun to copy Russia’s operational model for annexing Crimea and was utilizing 
the freedom of Taiwan’s democratic society and information networks to disseminate “disputed 
information” and conduct “cognitive warfare,” with the aim of splitting Taiwan’s military strength and 
consuming the energy of Taiwan’s government and national security teams.19

The report listed four Chinese disinformation methods, four tactics and objectives, and five potential 
countermeasures from Taiwan (summarized in Table 1).
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Table 1:  Summary of Countermeasures against Chinese Disinformation Psychological Warfare

FOUR METHODS OF DISINFORMATION

1. “Create – Spread – Absorb”

The CCP creates content about Taiwanese news events and 
spreads it throughout state, social, and independent media, 
such as WeChat, where it is absorbed by Taiwanese media 
platforms.

2. “Edit – Disseminate – Influence”
Mainland media selectively edits controversial events and 
floods social media with their biased version via “50 centers” 
and cyber shills in order to alter public perception.

3. “Falsify – Plant – Harvest”
Mainland media creates false content and uploads it to content 
farms, then waits for it to be picked up by social media groups 
in Taiwan.

4. “Guide – Legitimize – Conform”
The CCP directs mainland media and Taiwanese pro-CCP 
media to publish their content, which legitimizes its claims and 
prompts other outlets to follow suit.

FOUR TACTICS AND OBJECTIVES

1. Altering Truths Exaggerate or embellish a regular news item to make it more 
controversial.

2. Falsification Knowingly and deliberately disseminate falsehoods.

3. Sowing Division Push partisan narratives and cherry-pick facts to extremify 
public opinion.

4. Intimidation Project authority and downplay the strength of Taiwan’s insti-
tutions.

FIVE COUNTERMEASURES

1. Adhere to Principles of Law Leverage human rights, freedom of speech, and administrative 
neutrality.

2. Increase Network Defense
Enlist the aid of defense and tech industries; educate the 
public on disinformation awareness; launch real-time count-
er-messages to dispel fake news.

3. Learn Adversary’s Tactics Understand the CCP’s disinformation tool kit.

4. Form Global Coalition Establish an alliance of open democracies to fight against false 
information and cyber-warfare.

5. Develop Offensive Strategy Leverage big data technology to monitor internet activity of 
CCP-backed disinformation agents and proactively strike.
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This framework provides a useful comparison for the disinformation activities observed in Taiwan’s 
January 2020 presidential elections. These activities include numerous personal rumors levied 
against incumbent President Tsai, allegations of voter fraud, and false claims about the DPP’s political 
activities. While not all of these activities can be directly attributed to China—indeed, some may have 
originated domestically—they offer a sense of the developing disinformation tool kit used by both 
domestic and international actors in Taiwan.

 ▪ Content Farms: Throughout the election cycle, content farms mass-produced “clickbait” articles to 
influence public opinion against the ruling DPP party. Foremost among these is the Taiwan-based 
Mission content farm, which circulated fake stories alleging that the Tsai administration spent 
$102 million erecting social housing in Paraguay and billions more on outdated U.S. fighter jets.20 
Mission is important because its content is widely shared on Facebook in Taiwan.21 But much of it 
appears to be disinformation: a sample review of 39 Mission articles by the fact-checking group Cofacts 
found that only 4 of the 39 stories were true.22 Although there are no official links between Mission 
and the CCP, Mission’s owner, Lin Cheng Kuo (林正國), has been photographed attending events 
held by China’s state-owned Hai Xia Dao Bao (海峡导报) news station and is an active member of 
Taiwan’s Beijing-friendly New Party.23 In January 2018, the New Party published a letter stressing that 
“Taiwanese independence in any form is illegal, and the time has come to face unification.”24

 ▪ Social Media Campaigns: At 21 million users in Taiwan, Line is Taiwan’s most popular messaging app 
and a potent vehicle for disinformation. According to Puma Shen, an assistant professor at National 
Taipei University and director of DoubleThink Labs, half of the fake news circulating in Line groups 
prior to the election originated in China.25 Shen claims that much of this is related to united front 
activity, with not only Chinese operators but also ethnic Han Chinese in Malaysia and Taiwan 
accepting funding from the UFWD to set up content farms and fan pages to disseminate pro-CCP 
content.26 In early 2020, cyber-social analytics company Graphika identified a cluster of pro-Beijing 
Twitter accounts that turned highly active in the run-up to the presidential election. In total, these 
accounts produced 109,954 tweets that protested Taiwan’s recently passed Anti-Infiltration bill 
(more on the bill below), disseminated PRC-sourced disinformation claims relating to Taiwan and 
Hong Kong, and claimed the DDP’s “Green Terror” was “scarier than China.”27

 ▪ Influencer Campaigns: In a 2020 report, the cybersecurity firm Recorded Future stated that it 
had identified “Chinese provincial governments recruiting ‘mainland-friendly, pro-unification’ 
Taiwanese influencers through Facebook posts, with the aim of ‘training a group of Taiwanese 
influencers with distinct political affiliations.’”28 According to Recorded Future, these listings 
are often posted on behalf of the government by a Taiwanese local, with reported salaries 
ranging from $730 to $1,460 per month.29 That compares to an average monthly wage in Taiwan 
of approximately $1,780. While it is unclear what specific content such influencers would 
promote, it can reasonably be expected that pro-Beijing messaging would be one element of their 
communications, which could include disinformation.

 ▪ Defamation Campaigns: In addition to these broader social media campaigns, a large percentage 
of disinformation efforts have focused on disparaging President Tsai personally. For example, in a 
seeming re-invocation of the Obama birth-certificate conspiracy, various sources, including Zhang 
Xida (张希达), host of Beijing broadcaster China National Radio, have questioned the legitimacy 
of President Tsai’s doctoral degree from the London School of Economics and Political Science 
(LSE).30 The conspiracy gained so much traction that in October 2019, LSE issued a statement 
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confirming Tsai’s credentials.31 On YouTube, an account called Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng (江湖百晓
生) published a video in October 2018 alleging that President Tsai was the mistress of Lee Teng-
hui, Taiwan’s first democratically elected president.32 The video eventually reached over 1 million 
viewers.33 According to a source from Taiwan’s National Security Bureau, Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng 
derives most of its content from the Chinese state-owned tabloid newspaper The Global Times.34 

The examples above demonstrate Beijing’s willingness to leverage all forms of modern social media—
YouTube, Line, WeChat, and Twitter—to transmit disinformation. Likewise, the CCP relies on a wide 
range of disinformation agents, from ethnic Chinese to Taiwanese citizens, as well as overseas Chinese 
operators in Malaysia and other countries. This outsourcing further blurs disinformation attribution 
efforts when, for example, pro-CCP content is traced to a company in Southeast Asia.
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6

Disinformation Efforts 
during the Covid-19 
Pandemic

Disinformation efforts linked to Covid-19 provide additional insight into the Taiwanese 
information environment and how nominally independent online trolls both contribute and 
factor into CCP-backed disinformation efforts.

In Taiwan, the onset of the pandemic coincided with the presidential election. On January 10, 2020, 
the eve of the election, unattributed rumors began to circulate on Taiwan’s social media claiming that 
Taiwan had confirmed Covid-19 cases and recommending that voters wear masks to the polls. 

 The rumors were quickly quashed by independent and government fact-checks that afternoon and 
the morning of January 11, respectively.35 In the end, this first round of Covid-19 rumors did not 
have their intended effect: overall voter turnout was 74.9 percent, compared to 66.3 percent in 2016, 
resulting in the re-election of Beijing’s disfavored candidate Tsai Ing-wen.36

As Covid-19 evolved into a global pandemic, Taiwan witnessed a steady increase in disinformation 
efforts centered on the disease. In late February, a barrage of similarly worded posts appeared on 
Facebook claiming that the Covid-19 outbreak was out of control in Taiwan and that the government 
was actively suppressing national case counts.37 These posts employed an “appeal to authority” 
approach whereby the publisher claimed that they or a close family member had heard from some 
government insider about the truth of the contagion. (Figure 1). Others claimed to have directly 
witnessed suspicious deaths concealed by the government (Figure 2). As the campaign developed, 
additional messages used forged government documents to suggest that certain cities would go into 
lockdown, that the global internet would be shut off, or that various localities were hiding large 
numbers of cases (Figure 3).  
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Figure 1: “Councilor Kao was a high school 
classmate of my mom, she informed us 
the outbreak of COVID-19 is out of control.”

Source: Screenshots - research by Doublethink Labs. 

Figure 2: Claiming that a neighbor was 
diagnosed with the flu, died, and was 
quickly cremated by the government.  The 
poster believes it to be Covid-19. [From a 
Facebook discussion thread]

Source: Screenshots - research by Doublethink Labs.

Figure 3: Forged official document from 
Executive Yuan, stating that 10 free masks 
would be provided for each NHI card 
holder.”

Source: Screenshots - research by Doublethink Labs.
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On February 29, the Ministry of Justice 
Investigation Bureau released a statement 
which concluded that most of the 
disinformation targeting Taiwan had 
originated from social media platforms in 
China.38 According to the statement, these 
efforts were intended to “create a panic” 
and had “seriously jeopardized Taiwan’s 
social stability.”39 Analysts later attributed 
these rumors to China’s voluntary army 
of “little pinks” (小粉红), a loose coalition 
of nationalistic netizens.40 Other reports 
suggested that some aspects of the 
campaign also bore the hallmarks of the 
Chinese troll collective Diba (帝吧), which 
frequently engages in large-scale pro-CCP 
online “expeditions” on popular Taiwan 
and Hong Kong websites.41  Although 

these “little pinks” are not formally associated with the PRC state or the CCP, they have often been praised 
by state media, and some news report have suggested that the CCP feeds them content.42 

Overall, the impact of their campaigns appears to have been limited. Many of the posts made sloppy 
mistakes, often lapsing into mainland linguistic conventions which revealed their true origin.43 For 
example, online netizens used the mainland term bao’an (保安) for “security” instead of baoquan  
(保全), which is more commonly used in Taiwan.44 Some posts mixed up traditional and simplified 
characters: for example, one spelled the Chinese word “corpse” (shiti) using the simplified “shi” (尸) 
rather than the traditional character (屍) used in Taiwan.45 On Weibo, Chinese users openly bragged 
about spreading false rumors in Taiwan.46

Notably, the “little pinks” efforts in Taiwan may help expose larger global messaging campaigns linked 
to the Chinese government. In March, the New York Times reported on a mass text message campaign 
in the United States that claimed a national lockdown or quarantine was soon to be implemented in 
the United States.47 Like the “Covid is out of control” narrative spun in Taiwan, these messages relied 
on an “appeal to authority” approach claiming that some friend or close family member had heard 
from an insider government source that the United States would soon implement such directives.48 In 
April, U.S. intelligence agencies confirmed that this messaging campaign was amplified and promoted 
by Chinese operatives.49 While it is likely the actors in Taiwan were unaffiliated with those targeting 
the United States, it is possible the tools and narratives developed by China’s “little pinks” in the 
earlier Taiwan campaign were subsequently adapted by state actors and applied in the United States. 

Forged official document from Taoyuan 
city government, stating that Taoyuan will 
go into lockdown. 

Source: Screenshots - research by Doublethink Labs.

https://www.mdbg.net/chinese/dictionary?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=corpse
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7

Taiwan’s Disinformation 
Response

To combat China’s growing disinformation campaign, Taiwan has responded with several tools 
designed to limit the impact of such attacks. This section details the approach adopted in Taiwan 
to mitigate disinformation efforts through: (1) innovative new tools, (2) strengthened legal 

prohibitions, and (3) the influence of a robust and healthy civil society.

Innovative New Tools
Many of the central problems relating to disinformation stem from the existence of powerful new 
distribution tools that not only challenge an individual’s ability to digest multiple conflicting narratives 
but also simultaneously interfere with—and to a certain extent destroy—the attention required for such 
analysis. Writer Nicholas Carr calls this chronic state of distraction the “shallows” of comprehension.50

In light of this reality, the government of Taiwan has relied on its civil servants to respond to 
disinformation efforts by utilizing the language of the modern internet to craft their response. 
In a modern-day version of “using the barbarian’s technology to control the barbarians,” Taiwan’s 
administration has developed several new and innovative techniques to quickly respond to identified 
disinformation efforts and push back with equally engaging and memetic content.51 

For example, at a December 2019 speech at Pingtung University, Taiwan’s digital minister, Audrey 
Tang, noted that Taiwan had installed “meme engineering” teams in each government department to 
quickly respond to disinformation efforts and respond within 60 minutes with messages “packaged in 
such a way that you can’t help but want to share it.”52 Minister Tang has labelled this the “humor over 
rumor” approach.53 At an October 2019 online presentation, Tang explained that each department had 
adopted a “2-2-2” system to respond to rumors trending on social ministry. According to Tang, within 
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an hour, each department should create a clarifying meme with no more than 20 words in its title, 
utilizing less than 200 characters in its text, and containing only two images.54 In Tang’s own words: 

We have evidence to show that everybody who have seen this clarification through the 
community will never share the original disinformation again. In a sense, it acts as an 
inoculation, as a memetic vaccine, so that when we phrase something as very funny instead 
of correcting people’s mistakes, then people would actually, naturally, voluntarily share our 
disinformation counter-clarification message.55

In May 2019, as part of its report on disinformation countermeasures, the Political Warfare Bureau of 
the Ministry of National Defense announced a similar effort, noting that it had established a “rapid 
handling team for false information” to respond to disinformation based on the principle of “fighting 
every false message” and “clarifying every false message.”56 According to the announcement, Taiwan’s 
National Security Bureau would also utilize big data systems analysis to understand and analyze CCP 
disinformation tactics in real time and “strengthen countermeasures.”57  

Taiwan’s efforts to ensure the quick dissemination of authoritative content is not limited to the digital 
space. Throughout the Covid-19 pandemic, Taiwan’s Central Epidemic Command Center (CECC) held 
daily briefings between January and June (and weekly since June) to keep the public informed and 
respond to disinformation.58 These daily press conferences allowed the government to consolidate its 
public messaging around one official source.  

Strengthened Legal Prohibitions
While Taiwan’s innovative digital tools focus on rumor debunking, the government has also 
strengthened penalties against those spreading false information through legal amendment. A 
summary of major disinformation laws and regulations is contained in Table 2.
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Table 2: Notable Disinformation-Related Legal Measures
TITLE DATE SUMMARY

Civil Servants Election and 
Recall Act

(公職人員選舉罷免法)

Date Promulgated: May 
14, 1980

Latest amendment: May 
6, 2020

Article 104 of the act (revised in 2016) provides 
for punishment of up to five years in prison for 
those who cause others or the public at large to 
suffer losses by disseminating false information 
through text, images, videos, audio, or speeches.

Presidential and Vice- Pres-
idential Election and Recall 
Act

(總統副總統選舉罷免法)

Date Promulgated: August 
9, 1995

Latest amendment: May 
6, 2020

Under Article 90 of the act (inserted in 1995 and 
revised in 2003), anyone who spreads rumors or 
false sayings by text, picture, audio tape, video 
tape, speech, or other method for the purpose 
of influencing the election or recall prospects of 
a particular candidate and thus causing damag-
es to the public or others shall be condemned 
to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than 
five years.

Social Order Maintenance 
Act

(社會秩序維護法) 

Date Promulgated: June 
29, 1991

Latest amendment:  
December 31, 2019

Under Article 63.5 (since 1991), anyone spread-
ing rumors in a way that undermines public 
order and peace shall be punished by deten-
tion of up to three days or a fine maximum of 
NT$30,000 ($1,068).

Anti-Infiltration Law

(反滲透法)
Date Promulgated: 
January 15, 2020

Under Article 3, anyone who receives funding, 
instructions or donations from “external hostile 
forces” to organize political activities, contrib-
ute political donations, or lobby lawmakers 
will be penalized. The crimes carry a maximum 
sentence of a NT$10 million ($334,688) fine and 
five years in prison.59

Special Act for Prevention, 
Relief and Revitalization 
Measures for Severe Pneu-
monia with Novel Pathogens

(嚴重特殊傳染性肺炎防治
及紓困振興特別條例)

Date Promulgated:  
February 25, 2020

Latest Amendment: 
April 21, 2020

Under Article 14, anyone spreading misinfor-
mation regarding the epidemic is punishable by 
imprisonment for up to three years, a fine of up 
to NT$3 million ($106,815), or both.

However, as a technique for responding to disinformation, legal measures have their limitations. First, 
although the presence of the law may have some deterrent effect on domestic actors, it does little to stop 
a determined campaign from a nation-state. Closely related is the problem of attribution. The multitude 
of actors involved in disinformation activities, some of them foreign, complicates efforts to resolve the 
problem in domestic courts. There is also the question of timing. Formal legal actions simply do not provide 
the rapid-response time necessary to mitigate the immediate influence and effect of most disinformation 
campaigns. Therefore, while legal prohibitions are a necessary general defense, they must be supplemented 
with more immediate disinformation countermeasures.

Finally, current legislation does not clearly differentiate between disinformation and innocent or 
unintentional misinformation. For example, Article 104 of the Civil Servants Election and Recall Act 
provides for fixed-term imprisonment of up to five years for anyone who causes damage to the public 
or others by “disseminating rumor or spreading false sayings” for purposes of supporting or damaging a 
candidate or a political proposal. However, the article does not clarify that the individual must knowingly 
spread false content, a key criterion for most accepted definitions of disinformation. As it stands, Article 
104 views misinformed users and deliberate disinformation agents as legally equivalent.  
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Civil Society
Just as the freedoms inherent in a democratic society make it uniquely vulnerable to disinformation, so too 
does a healthy and robust democratic civil society empower volunteer citizens, companies, and organizations 
to unite and respond to disinformation attacks. In this respect, Taiwan provides a number of examples for 
the United States to draw on.

The Taiwan FactCheck Center (TFC) is a non-profit organization jointly founded in 2018 by the Association 
for Quality Journalism and Taiwan Media Watch.60 The TFC selects various items to fact-check at its daily 
meeting, which are then reviewed by three fact-checking personnel before publication. When posted, the 
fact-check will include the overall review process and provide references for each factual assertion. To avoid 
political bias, the TFC refuses donations from the government, political parties, and politicians. It also states 
that while it does not aim to achieve “absolute balance” between fact-checked political positions, it regularly 
reviews the statistics of fact-checked cases to ensure that a range of political voices are represented.61  

The group g0v (“gov-zero”) is a “decentralized civic tech community” in Taiwan working to foster better 
information transparency and promote greater citizen participation in governance.62 Close links between 
Taiwan’s hacker community and the Taiwanese government allow g0v-like initiatives to rapidly respond 
to disinformation efforts. For example, to prevent a run on medical-grade masks in the early days of the 
pandemic, Taiwanese hackers worked with live maps, distributed ledger technology, and chatbots to locate 
and quantify the mask situation in area pharmacies and update this inventory data in real time.63 Digital 
Minister Audrey Tang then compiled all the digital maps onto one website for easy access.64 According to 
news reports, more than 10 million citizens have used the Covid-19 mask apps as of June 2020.65

Civil society organizations, the government, and social media companies also work together in Taiwan to 
combat disinformation. The popular Line app, for example, hosts a fact-checking bot called Cofact, developed 
by g0v, which provides users a place to report and check on spam and misinformation. Line also collaborates 
with TFC to verify information and in September 2019 launched a global campaign to educate users on how 
to better identify fake news.66 Facebook has also partnered with TFC to carry out fact-checking activities on 
its platform and conduct disinformation education campaigns among its Taiwan users.67 

Taiwan’s multifaceted approach to disinformation would not be possible without the high levels of public 
trust that exist in the country. A poll released by TVBS Poll Center on May 17 found that 91 percent of 
respondents approved of the Tsai administration’s response to the pandemic.68 A February poll by the 
Taiwanese Public Opinion Foundation graded the CECC’s performance as 84 out of 100.69 According to 
Puma Shen, “there is a high degree of trust in public officials in Taiwan, even those who identify with the 
opposition party.”70 While this reality seems inapposite to the United States, it is worth mentioning that just 
eight years ago, Taiwan experienced a “Sunflower Movement,” which involved occupation of the national 
legislature and a 100,000+ strong protest against a trade deal with China.71 That the Tsai administration was 
able to recapture public trust in so short a time speaks to the underlying strength of democratic nations for 
course correction in a time of public need.

Taiwan’s multifaceted approach to disinformation would not 
be possible without the high levels of public trust that exist in 
the country. 
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Taiwan’s experience confronting and combatting both foreign-directed and domestically 
produced disinformation provides important lessons for the United States as it confronts 
the prospect of Beijing-backed political interference. As the United States enters a period of 

intense and likely prolonged geostrategic rivalry with China, it is all but certain that the CCP will 
look for new means of influencing domestic politics and opinion. 

Some key lessons from Taiwan’s successful efforts to combat Chinese disinformation that the 
United States can learn from include: 

 ▪ Adopt fact-checking mechanisms. The development and deployment of fact-checking 
“chatbots” on open platforms as well as invited onto closed platforms, is an effective way 
to combat both misinformation and disinformation. Chatbots can be used in real time and 
applied during political debates or on social media to rebuke false narratives.

 ▪ Develop rapid response teams within government agencies to quickly correct the record 
and “f ight disinformation with information.” Ideally, these efforts should take place at 
multiple levels and fora, including remarks by government spokespersons, the regular media, 
and social media. Identifying a false narrative quickly and providing factual information 
on the same platform on which the disinformation is spreading is an effective tool. Use of 
mainstream media or government press releases is likely to be less effective because they may 
be ignored by the public. 

 ▪ Coordinate among government, private sector, and civil society organizations. By providing 
information to civil society organizations, government agencies can help get reliable 
information to the public. Increased intelligence sharing about the source, scope, and 
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attribution of disinformation where possible enables civil society to use means at its disposal 
to raise public awareness. Public access to government intelligence and private sector data is 
likely to lead to better academic research on disinformation as well as innovative solutions. 

 ▪ Promote media literacy. Citizens should be educated to differentiate between fact and 
opinion. Media literacy requires time and resources but is likely to pay dividends in the long 
run. Educational curriculums should include media literacy training.

 ▪ Appoint young civil servants familiar with technology to design and implement new tools to 
respond to disinformation challenges. Just as the CCP’s tools are continuing to evolve, so too 
should America evolve its governance processes to integrate new digital tools and techniques 
to better disseminate public information, improve public services, and develop new ways 
to push back on disinformation. The increased hiring of young coders, graphic designers, 
and data analysts within government departments could play a crucial role in upgrading 
government capabilities and services.

The “whack-a-mole” approach of combating individual cases of disinformation does not mean 
that democratic systems should simply throw up their hands and accept the inevitably of foreign 
disinformation attacks. But at the same time, it must be recognized that open, pluralistic systems 
will necessarily and unavoidably confront the problem of disinformation. Therefore, the question 
is not “what steps can be taken to completely eliminate disinformation?” but rather “how can 
democratic systems limit the spread and blunt the impact of disinformation while remaining free 
and open?” This, in turn, means a corresponding acceptance of some amount of foreign-induced 
disinformation as the price for maintaining open political systems. 

Taiwan’s success in combating disinformation points to a larger added advantage the island has over 
the United States. As noted above, there is a high degree of trust in the government by Taiwan’s 
citizens, so efforts to have the government directly combat disinformation face relatively less 
resistance than in the highly polarized and low-trust environment in the United States.72 Many of the 
strategies deployed there will likely be less effective in the United States under present conditions, 
with the partisan fragmentation of the media, the existence of domestic disinformation campaigns, 
and broader decline in social trust. That said, just as Taiwan responded to citizen discontent with new 
tools promoting citizen knowledge and participation, so too can America begin to work to repair its 
fractured body politic and put in place the necessary building blocks for an effective disinformation 
response. Just as countering Chinese mercantilism requires the United States to revitalize its 
workforce and infrastructure, the same is true in this space. Getting its “democratic” house in order is 
central to countering disinformation efforts by China, Russia, and others.

Just as Taiwan responded to citizen discontent with new 
tools promoting citizen knowledge and participation, so 
too can America begin to work to repair its fractured body 
politic and put in place the necessary building blocks for an 
effective disinformation response.
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Finally, it is clear that effectively responding to Beijing’s disinformation campaigns will require 
extensive international cooperation. Just as there is a need for greater coordination to respond 
to Chinese mercantilism and military aggression, the same applies in information and media. 
Democracies need to exchange intelligence about Chinese efforts and share best practices on how 
to reduce and counter disinformation campaigns. The efforts should include government agencies, 
media leaders, and civil society groups. Effectively resisting Chinese disinformation, whether 
directed at Taiwan, the United States, or elsewhere, will require sustained initiative involving 
governments and stakeholders. 
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